
Concerns around global warming have triggered a significant focus and urgency around CCS the recent years, 
both in Norway, USA and Canada. The CCS session had gathered a very strong group, with senior management 
and research representatives from all three countries, including delegates from the research councils. From 
Norway, large centers such as SUCCESS and BIGCCS, and the demo projects of Svelvik and especially the 
Longyearbyen CO2 lab, were discussed and accordingly promoted. From the US side, several of the seven re-
gional demonstration projects presented their work, among other aspects showing the strong will in the USA 
to boost the CCS research. From the Canadian side, a number of successful projects were presented. Notably, 
these projects have a very strong industrial support, motivated by governmental incentives (including a soon 
to come CO2 emission fee).

The intriguing Science Week CCS session gave all representatives insightful overviews of the activities in 
the world’s leading CCS nations. Discussions around ways forward and trans-Atlantic collaboration were high 
on the agenda. Significance was put on incentives to trigger even more mutual trans-Atlantic exchange of 
researchers, students and know-how.

Our enthralling experiences in Washington were extended with a visit to the Champaign CO2 project of Il-
linois. This large demonstration project is currently preparing for CO2 injection, with a major drilling and re-
search program in full blossom. The learning outcome was noteworthy, both on organizational and research 
sides. Our discussions concluded that a partnership between the Illinois project and the Longyearbyen CO2 
lab would be very beneficial for all parties.

With this, we end the happy tail of the CO2 diplomacy by the road runners: Gunnar Sand and Alvar Braathen
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Longyearbyen Co2 Lab

As the Longyearbyen CO2 lab representative’s 
return from the 9th Science Week in Washington 
(USA), they reflect on the outcome of a successful 
assembly of Norwegian, Canadian and USA-based 
academia and administrative organizations, all 
well mentored by Norwegian diplomats and their 
American counterparts. Minister Aasland sup-
ported the assembly. Subject based sessions 
covered the head lines, with Carbon Capture and 
Storage (CCS) as our preferred theme. 

CO2 Diplomacy …..


